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SOMEONE SAW A UNIVERSITY HERE,
OTHERS ONLY A FOREST OF PINE.
SOMEONE TOOK A STEP OVER WHAT
WAS
AND DARED TO REACH PAST THE
HORIZON
THAT LIMITED THE OTHERS .
HORIZONS ARE INTERESTING THINGS ,
WALLS TO MANY, DOORWAYS TO
SOME.
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HORIZONS YIELD ONLY TO COURAGE
AND SWEAT. IS REACHING BEYOND
WORTH THE STRUGGLE?
YES .
THAT IS WHAT UNF IS ABOUT.
THAT IS WHAT WE ARE ABOUT.
THAT IS WHAT THIS BOOK IS ABOUT.
HORIZONS ARE INTERESTING THINGS.

GROWTH IS NEVER WITHOUT
EFFORT. BECOMING MORE MEANS
STRAINING TENDONS AS WELL AS
MINDS . RESTRAINT AND DISCIPLINE
TOO MAKE NEW HORIZONS
REACHABLE. BECAUSE SOMEONE
BELIEVED UNF AND WHAT IT STANDS
FOR WAS WORTH THE STRUGGLE, IT
GREW , BECAME MORE-
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-UNTIL IT BECAME
A PLACE WHERE OUR
HORIZONS WOULD
EXPAND IN DIRECTIONS
BEYOND OUR
IMAGINATIONS SO WE
COULD BECOME ALL
THAT WE WERE MEANT
TO BE - HUMAN
BEINGS.
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WE ARE FREE TO
QUESTION , WORK AND
LEARN. BUT KNOWING
THINGS ISN 'T ENOUGH . WE
STRIVE TO UNDERSTAND.
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UNF'S HORIZONS ARE ALREADY VAST. BUT WHEN
WE SEE THE UNF OF TOMORROW, IT IS MUCH MORE
THAN TODAY 'S. 10,000 STUDENTS? YES . A FOUR
STORY LIBRARY? YES . A NEW STUDENT AND
CONFERENCE CENTER? YES . A PLACE TO HOLD
GRADUATIONS WHEN IT RAINS? YES. EVEN MORE
THAN THIS - NEW DISCIPLINES , NEW PROGRAMS ,
NEW RESEARCH , AND BEST OF ALL, NEW IDEAS, NEW
CHALLENGES - NEW HORIZONS.

--.
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There is not enough time or space to credit the people of UNF who have accepted the Challenge
of '78. They abound . We have chosen three instructors who are typical , and whose work shows what
it means to invest more than words. Words seldom right wrongs. Actions may. Actions based on
understanding usually do .
This understanding is clearly shown in Dr. Peter Kranz's PSY 960, " Conflict in Black and White."
Racial conflict is a very real challenge in 1978 or any other year. This course does something about it.
A student, Luvenia Sewell said it this way in a letter to us dated January 18, 1978.
" I took this course as part of my education and it became part of
my life. I'm sure many students haven 't heard about PSY 960 and they
should . It will be one they will never forget.
The requirements are simple but controversial. The controversy
arises when we learn that black students will live with a white family,
and the whites with a black family. This brings students face to face
with racial realities . It also causes self examination .
I for one, now know how hostile confrontations develop. And I
know that they can be resolved . This is important to me, because I
work in a hospital and must deal with many types of attitudes from
many types of people. Through this class I gained a better knowledge
of myself and my racial hangups. That is the most valuable lesson of
all.
Dr . Kranz feels that this kind of experience should not be restricted students, and could
encompass many. He says that everyone can learn something , regardless of how liberal one thinks he
or she is. His students agree. They presented him with a plaque enscribed with Ms. Sewell 's words
that sum up their feelings.
" I took this course as part of my education .
and it became part of my life! "
This is excellent testimony of a challenge well met. Maybe " Conflict in Black and White " will be a
history course someday, when racial conflict no longer festers. PSY 960, its instructor and students,
help speed that day.

Another course which encounters the Challenge of '78 face to face is PSY 465, " Contemporary
Problems of Criminal Justice." Dr. Linda Foley, our Social-Psychologist , leads it. It is a formidable
challenge. Simply, our criminal justice system does not work . This is evidenced by the fact that
three-fourths of those in the system seldom , if ever, get free of it. It does train criminals. It doesn 't
provide an alternative for them . That's why the jails are overflowing .
The students do a great more than attend lectures and take notes. They study at Raiford . They
know the sound of steel doors locking . They walk under guard towers beside barbed wire. They learn
that prisoners have faces and dreams and nightmares. It is shocking to discover that these places have
people in them , and not just pictures with numbers across them. This discovery changes students. They
can no longer ignore the challenge. They will no longer ignore it. That 's why there is hope.
This poem is from a collection by Judy, one of those faceless prisoners, and printed with her
permission :
TELL ME WHO
My scars are so many
And so deep that
They don't even show.
At a glance
they're undetectable
But if you look
Into the windows
Of my eyes
You can see my tattered soul.
You may have to polish
The panes,
Spotted from the raindrops
Of tears.
But after they are clean
And you can see
The torn , twisted thing inside,
Tell me
Who hated me that much .
The people of PSY 465 see that hate isn 't the answer. We can do better. We must. That 's the
challenge they face.

The ultimate challenge is one which each of us must deal with . Death . Dr. Gerald Stine's NAS
972, " The Meaning of Death" deals with just that. One might expect that a death course would be
avoided . Instead, it is standing room only. Reason? It is a course that fulfills a need. It meets a
challenge, and prepares its students to meet their ultimate challenge too.
Far from morbid , NAS 972 is more a celebration of life. Dr. Stine says that by learning to be
comfortable with the fact that we are going to die, allows us to live more fully. As an example of
what this means, we offer a page from a book compiled by Dr. Stine and Donna Meers, and is
reprinted with their permission :

We'll simply toast the last of the wine,
and remember the good times before.
Where can I get info on donating my spare body parts?
3:42 a.m.
Have I so misunderstood the world
that I have been happy?
That I saw good in the world
and beauty in other people?
Have I so misunderstood life
that I found joy in the everyday excitement
of doing something new?
Have I so mistaken the purpose that I feel no hatred
and anger melts into tolerance?
Is the world really so bad as others keep trying
to tell me?
Why am I pleased with the good I see,
so satisfied with my life?
I have no regrets.
Leonard Martin Burns " Lenny"
May 21 , 1947 - April 17, 1976
These beautiful words are from Lenny's diary. They say what NAS 972 is about, what Lenny
was about, and what we should be about. Dr. Stine's class faGes a challenge, and meets it with
dignity. We are better able to face our deaths, and by doing so, really live. There's a challenge
worth tackling .

Doctors Kranz, Foley, and Stine are but three of the instructors here. They were chosen
because they are typical, not atypical , of the people at UNF who care very much about the
Challenge of '78. We have reason to expect that the challenge will be met in 1978, and beyond .
Our world is in good hands. Hands like yours. Let us get to it. Our instructors can only prepare us.
The doing of things, like meeting the Challenge of '78, is our job.

PROMISES
by
Hugh L. Higley
Nineteen-Seventy-Seven was a good year. There was food and work and shelter for most of us.
We were health ier, taller, stronger, more optimistic too. Yes, it was a good year for most of us - but
not for enough of us. Not by a damn sight.
Our promises have not been kept - promises which began with words like " All men are created
equal ... Rights to Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness ... " A great many of us, and a
greater number of our forefathers really meant promises like these. They were worth dying for when
threatened , and we did die for them , again , again , and again. The promises made so long ago by men
in white wigs have rusted . Sad . Once upon a time they shone - were the brightest, noblest ideas on
th is planet. They still are, but we've got to sweat and polish them and put them back to work . That is
if we still mean them .
If we mean that our people have the right to life, then they also have the right to food , for without
one, the other is a cruel joke. Yet in our great land of purple plains and mountain majesty, many of
our people are starving . We know they are hungry, yet we plow crops under, refuse to grow other
crops, and send away much of what we have grown to keep the price up. The ones who are hungry
know of these things; they can read too. They don 't regard our promise of Life as meaning much . We
keep right on dumping their waves of grain and giving pennies to CARE.
If we mean that we are all created equal ; we say we do quite often, how do we explain that to the
people who pick our vegetables but can 't get a place to sleep out of the bitter wind? Or, to the
ghetto baby who knows that all he will ever know is a condemned building and a condemned life?
Equality? Did we ever mean it? Do we now?
If we mean that we all have a right to pursue happiness, don 't we mean that we have a right to
be healthy? Pursuit requires strong tendons and lungs. Yet far too many of us know only disease and
pain . Their teeth rot because it takes money to be healthy. Their children whimper. They don 't regard
our promise of pursuing happiness as meaning much .
If we mean what these promises say, and we appear to because we fought for them often enough
with the ones who benefit least doing most of the dying , then isn 't it time we made them realities?
The Challenge of Seventy-Eight is unmistakable. We must decide if we mean what our forefathers
promised , and roll up our clean sleeves. America means nothing when hunger and despair persist. We
mean nothing when our neighbors are starving though food supplies rot . America IS the land of
plenty. We CAN insure that no one is hungry. We CAN have healthy people. We CAN have shelter and
jobs and hope too.
All we have to do is decide that we mean to keep the promises made so long ago, and not just
speak them . This single decision , if made by each of US, the ones who are becoming more than we
were through education , can make the difference. We have the talents to change things. Do we have
the guts? Will we even try? That is the Challenge of Seventy-Eight.
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Okay, we 're going to change
the world . We wonder if knowing
facts really helps. Maybe by
knowing facts we will be able to
ask better questions. Then we
can begin to really learn.
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Learning is a lot tougher than it
looks. Short term memory is fickle ,
ornery, exasperating. Add the pressure
of a big exam and we get serious. And,
we get BUSY!
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All kinds of things are taken apart. split into their various
pieces. and reassembled so we can see and know and better
understand what our world is made of. This is Upper Level
work. but we are Upper Level Students.
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Upper Level. That means we
have already gone through a lot.
We 've survived the weeding-out
process, so far that is. Surely we
can do what we have to here.
The trick is to do it well. Ok isn 't
good enough here, no sir. There
are things like GRE 's and LSAT's
which are to allow only the best
to go to Grad School. Study
Hard!

Registration is a breeze here.
That is if you know what things like
008/2153 are. And secrets like
building One is next to building Ten,
and Eleven across the campus, are
discovered . It is very educational.
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Then came the search for our texts. Used
books are preferred by many, and we hope
that the past owner marked all the right
passages. They should show the grade the
previous got. Can 't trust his markings, we
decide, and buy our own marker.
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Keeping track of what we have done, and what
we hope to do is a tremendous task . And we keep
track of what others before us have done too, so that
we don 't have to do what they have already done.
This storing of information separates man from other
critters. It is his greatest gift.
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We store so much information that sometimes the machines we store it in are very
demanding . If we ask them to do more than they were meant to. they will refuse. and that
darn error light blinks. Oh well . at least we can try again . DP is one of the ways we expand
our horizons.
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We learn many things here.
Our disciplines require a great
deal of us. But one of the best
lessons is that we can be
ourselves.
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UNF is a place where ideas can be
freely expressed, tried on for size and
shared. It's healthy. It's fun . It's one of
the things we will miss when we leave.
And if we want to weigh an idea
privately, there are times and places for
this too. Then when the idea is ripe and
ready, there will be an open mind here
to weigh its promise.
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Speech is a type
of singing , and when
the Forensic Teams go
at it, there are voices
raised in highly skilled
ways. UNF hosted the
South Eastern
Regionals Dec. '77 and
the Florida Teams did
great. Well done.
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fORENSICS

Forensic
Categories:
Rhetorical
Criticism ,
Prose,
Poetry,
Duo
Interpretation ,
Persuasion ,
Expository,
Extemporaneous,
Impromptu.
They are all tough!
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Tough projects are routine
here. If college was a snap,
everyone would have a
degree, and ours would be
valueless. So we study and
think and research and do
what we have to to succeed .
Sometimes a friend can help
and does. Other times. it just
you and the books.
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Books we
have - hundreds of
thousands of them . They
are our windows to the
universe we are inquiring
about. We look for
answers and find only
more questions, better
ones, asked by those
who went before.
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There are some answers filed and
cataloged, Library of Congress Style. But they
are not above question, and remain True only
for a while. We have to learn them, know
their methods and assumptions to know how
we got here and why.
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Sometimes we even wonder why
we are here, if it's worth doing. Our
degrees promise nothing that is
tangible or certain. We will have new
horizons, and face them .
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UNF is not all silent words and bits
and Stats. It's more than science too.
There is music here, lots of it. For those
curious about Fugue and Sonata Allegro ,
or Barogue Harpsichord we have plenty
of opportunities here .
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You don 't have to be a
Music Major to enjoy the
beauty of an oratorio or
cantata, or jazz. Our
musicians are great , our
courses fascinating , and
concerts are all over town .
Take part in UNF's music &
be richer for it.
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Creativity abounds here.
We learn that ideas, even wild
ones, can become real, solid,
sculptured. This becoming
requires great energy and
effort too, just like our own
becomings. We wonder if
Michaelangelo lifted cauldrons
of molten metal.
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Our creativity is not bound by rules which say that we can only copy things that
are. We can and do create things that have never been because we have things that
we need to say, and these things can 't be said in the old ways. So out of fire and
sand . and metal and sweat. we create new things knowing that most may not see what
they say. But some will . and that is enough reason to do it.
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Mud and fire and sweat and
our hearts go into these objects
which say things. They say things
about who we are and what we
care about. And these things we
make, create, can do all that and
still hold candy or a plant if we
choose. Or they may just hold
our dreams and aspirations, held
with love and sweat.
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Straining intellects seem
to work best when everything
else we have is asleep or at
least resting . So bodies at
rest are really signs of great
profundity. the kind that
makes Horizons.
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Onlookers, spectators, can not possibly
know of the horizons being expanded by one in
touch with the muses. Some might mistakenly
say that bodies that recline are just goofing off,
bummed out, and such . Phooey. What they are
really watch ing is the creation of new ideas,
great plans - the stuff of HORIZONS .
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PLA Y: The spontaneous activity of
children . That definition seems right for
May Festival Week . It is spontaneous.
We are children under grownup
disguises that even we are fooled by.
That is why we enjoy the Festival and its
games so much . Disguises are shed , we
become real.
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Practicums are valuable.
Experiential learning is in . Many
of us have internships to show
us what the " real world " is like.
So, there are practicums which
feature both traditional concepts
and the relevant aspects of the
contemporary facets of each
discipline. Nowhere in man 's
experience have the thirst for
knowledge, the love of beauty,
and the curiosity of science been
combined to such a lofty degree
as in EggToss-960. This course
has no prereq 's and provides a
latitude of exploration not found
in traditional courses. The winner
gets lots of credit too!
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Perfect formFluid motion ,
or
Scrambled Eggs.
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Everybody gets into
the act. Mayday means
you are free to be you ,
even if you're a Goose!
The little people find that
big people aren 't dull all
the time.
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Mayday Festival is the
very best time of all. We
remember that under our
mantles of degrees and titles,
we are living beings and have
a right to feel joy.
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How lucky we are that we have
1000 acres of nature's silence to
recreate our spirits. We have changed it,
but only to make it more accessible and
then as gently as we could . It is a place
where we can remember that we are
natural too.
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Though there are no blackboards or
lecterns or lectures here, we can learn
much . There is no tuition collected
either. The things we can learn here
have to do with ourselves and our place
in the universe. life celebrates itself
here. We need to celebrate ourselves
too. That may be the best lesson of all.
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HALLOWEEN COSTUME
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Faces, faces , faces - all kinds of
faces greet you at UNF. They are as
different as snowflakes, yet they all
have purpose and joy in them . That's
why UNF is a real nice place to study
and work . We are all part of it, enjoy!
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We can even forget to
" prepare a face to meet the
faces that we meet ," and let our
real one shine through with what
we really feel. It's okay at UNF,
there are lots of real faces here,
smiling .
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Behind the real faces are
real people who have ideas and
dreams to share, and experience
and information and more. This
sharing of important things is an
important part of the learning
process, one of the things which
makes college worth doing .
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Sharing goes farther than
ideas and academics too. There
are good times and gatherings,
secrets and stories, beer and
boathouse-burgers, fun and
foolishness too. All of these
things are part of College too, a
nice part, one we will long
remember.
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There is time to ponder and enjoy
the freedom that UNF allows us. We
are free here, to be whatever we can
dream of, whatever we are willing to
work for. So we do work very hard
and when we have time, we play.
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The best 10¢ coffee
in town brings out the
best in some of us, and
others find SciFi great. a
few prefer to fly off of
buildings. Some flyers
have great style.
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Some faces look for photos that tell
stories. some look for the morning
coffee. some look for answers. and
some need no explanations at all. They
are all part of our university. all part of
the same dream. We are ~II in the
process of becoming complete.
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We each go about this process
in a different way, seeking answers
when we haven 't found the
questions yet . No matter, we will ,
and even the greatest explorations
take a break now and then , and
smile .
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Humanness is the product we are really making here.
We call it by a great many names, using words like
disciplines, areas of interest , majors and such , but what
we really mean is that we are all in the process of
becoming more HUMAN, than beings. The humanity shows
most clearly in the faces of UNF. They are clearly faces
that do care, and are brave and strong enough to do
something about it.
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They are faces that we are glad
we see, because we share a great
deal with them , though we seldom
speak of it. We do wish that each of
them succeed in becoming what they
aspire to be. The world waits.
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COLLEGE OF ARTS &
SCIENCES - JUNI"ORS

Victor Buttner

Larry Boyd

Andrea Geiger

Pamela Dodge

Barbara Ann Gill
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Donald Burnsed

Bill Green

Janice Harrell

Thomas Joiner

Daniel Higginbotham

Ginny Ingold

Gerald Jenkins

Kathryn Keith

.
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Maybell Kemp

Elizabeth Kinsey

Gordon Lee

Les LeSiege

William Logan

Julia Long
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Tim McDaniel

Amelia McGrath

Jerry Melfi

Dale Musselwhite

James Pope

Buford Quesinberry

Elizabeth Richardson

Henry Schmidt
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Mary Sorrell

Dawn Shook

Richard Spears

Dozell Varner

Judy Walsh

Sam Weaver

Anthony Williams
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Diana Williams

~.,

Ann Witherspoon

,
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ARTS & SCIENCES
SENIORS

Paul Aaron

Jean Aldendorf

Elaine Aldous

Pamela Allen

Gwen Ansley

Tom Bary

d;
;
Bassem Bateh

Nancy Nelson

Lilton Bryant
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Robert Burtt

Gary Calhoun

Beverly Cann

Ronald Cannady

Linda Casterlin

John Chaires

Gwendolyn H. Cline

Samuel Corrales

Elizabeth Costello

Nick Delmedico

Vincent DiViesti
Sheri Feldman

Linda Fentriss
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Kenneth Fleming

Douglas Formby

Timothy Fortin

Mike Fuller

Cynthia Gaffney

Roger Gapinski

Tim Garza

Charles Harding Sr.

Richard Hawkins
Paul Henderson
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David Forster

Hugh Higley

David Horner

Bobbie Hugo

Tim Kaiser

William Kandetski Jr

Gail Marion

Gary McCallister

Janet McGahee

Sandy

Don Moore

Joanna Moore

Lola Morehead

Kevin Ott

Karla Owen

.~'.....

Geri Parsons

..-.
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Jim Price

Morris Peckham

Charles Register

Guillermo Rivera

Ronald Royals

William Sanders

Clarence Schlag

Claudia Snipes

Jack Snipes

Kathryn Strayer

Barbara Stuhler

Robert Thomas

Anthony Torres

Keven Tracy

Cecil Turner

Patricia Twomay

James Walker Jr

Robert Walther

C. Jack Watson

Diane Williams

Kenneth Williams

Rozann Williams

Robert Withers
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ARTS & SCIENCES
GRADUATES

Lois Carver

Sharon Anderson
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Lee Board

~
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Cheryl Dowdy

Samuel Gaskins

Glenn Ellis

Kenneth Harrison

John Hulvey

Jim Kinsey
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Warren Potter

Lynne Simon
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ARTS & SCIENCES
POST BACCALAUREATE

Walter Dlugolecki

Loris Kaplan

Richard Snipes

Dianne Tall
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Robert VanDyke

Barbara Walters

ARTS & SCIENCES
MASTERS PROGRAM

Karen Adams

Margaret Applen

Will Austin

Norman Donohoe

Wayne Frost

Pamela King

Dona Meers

Nathan Michelson

Shari Mirkis

Larry Richardson

David Roberts

Beverly Stubbs

John Taylor

Richard Trifiletti

Gary Means

Bill Medlin
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

J
U
N
I

Bonita Alwran

o
R

Adeyemo Ashimi

S
Mary Bennett

Georgina Baker

James Cassidy

Mark Diamond

Jimmy Cretul

Allan D. Amico
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Nick Gardner

Bill McGinn

John Issac

Narragansett Smith

Edward Snowman
Jr.

Harry Stark

Robert N. Stark

Michael Suttle
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

S
E
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G. Steve Adkins

Sagid Ahmad
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Charles Bradford

James Brown

Margaret Chancey

Rebecca Chaney

Frederick Cline

James Cropper

Clarence Cross

David Dawley

Douglas Diamond

Charles Fales

Charles Gardner

Hardie Jackson

Stephen LeB.ar

Sharon Moore

Stephanie Phillips

Charles Simmons
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Karen Stafford

Elizabeth Stern

William Stevens

Jacqueline White

Martha Williams
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Georgia Willis

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
G
R
A

D
Christine Belyea

Helene Bettinger

U

Carroll Brown

Perry Brown

A
T
E
Roger Brown

James Burton

S

Ronald Claus

James Doherty
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Elaine Gamache

Michael Garrett
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Fershteh Ghashghai

Nancy Grant

Perry Ivie

Pamela Jackson
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Gisela Khail

Rose Marcelin

David Mecusker

Becky Schmidt

Myron Rushlow

Gary Smith

Danny Smith

Cathy Spalding

Diahann Thomas
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Tim Rucci

Scott Starr

William Stillwell

Dorothy Weatherly

Cynthia Thelen

James Wells Jr.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

P

o
S

Patricia Barlow

Fatullah Babbi

T
B
A

Kenneth Chin

Lisa Davis

Lowell Lorbeer

Mohammed Madadi

Nicolau Sacaquini

Dan Thomas

Helen Whitty

Karen Youngs

C
C
A
L
A
Claudette Glover

Roger Kuder

U
R

E
A

T
Wayne Newbern

Joan Omvedt

E

Janis Turner
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
M

A
S
Joan Blecha

Ronald Boatwright

T
E
R

Mciver Brooks

Henry Douglas

S
Wade Flowers

Zaher Haram

William Kluessner
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Ralph Haddad

James Manus

Paula Mathews

John McEldowney

Noel McKeon

Katherine Owens

Roy Schuerr

John Stack
.
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Robert Scott Jr.

Leatrice Williams
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

J
U
Raymond Aleksic

Peter Burdon

N
I

o

Melba Bryant

Jimmy Cain

R

S
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Billy Dunning

Tania Gaffney

Isaac Murray

Kathryn Murphy

laird Myer

Charles Pourciau

Susan Powell

John Reeder

Lewis Scalf

Elizabeth Sprague

Neal Watson

Valerie Whitty

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
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Cherry Adams

Tom Altee

R

S

Lawrence Alvarez

Steve Clark
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Scott Gilbert

Shirley Hall

Adrian Hart

Patricia Herring

Joline Hewett

Charlene Jones

Lewis Moore
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Terry McGill

Frederick Meiners

James Owens

Tracey Pyell

Steven Tucker

Earl Whaley Jr

Donald Williams

Brenda Wims

Beth Woodell
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
G

R
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D
Barbara Adamson

U
A
T
E

S

Donald Good Jr
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Carolyn Allen

James Bell

Diane Bolten

Patricia Fiedler

Linda Griffiths

Mary Hackenbury

James Hierstein

Pamela Huto

Glenn Jeffrerys

Gary Kraus

Kathryn Lynn

John Schoeller
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Ernest Sherman Jr

Patricia Wengert

Gilbert Witcher

Deborah Wright
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IdaMay Summers
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Camilla Bush

Brenda Cain

Deborah DeWitt

Francis Kelly

Gregory Lohman
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Paula Hardin

Carol Horner

June Mina

Janet Pace
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Jerry Scott
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DIVISION OF NURSING
JUNIORS

'1 1

Susan Ceci

Rebecca Pierce

Sarah Lee

SENIORS

Lora Blanch

Kathy Evans
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Jan Cook

JoAnn Dietzel

Patricia Garden

Teresa Haberland

Eloise Jackson

Francina Jacobs

Marvina Steadman

Beatrice Twiname

Linda Odenheimer

Dorothy Register

Bobbi Wrobleski
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DIVISION OF NURSING
GRADUATES~

Susan Leger

Violet Williams

Beulah Williams

POST BACCALAUREATE

Lucille Vick
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DIVISION OF TECHNOLOGY
JUNIORS

Steven Cooper

Broward Gable

Chuck Glaraton

C.B. Hancock

SENIORS

Russ Buchanan

Jerome Long

Richard Oliver

Hasting Williams Jr.
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DIVISION OF TECHNOLOGY
GRADUATES

James Borgmeier

James Smith

POST BACCALAUREATE

Charles Gilyard
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NON DEGREE STUDENTS

Robert Altman

Anthony Artis

..

,

Julie Brooks

Thomas Carter Jr

Sharon Crews

James Hall

Janice Lopez

John Lyon

Robley Miles

James Ross

Harvey Smith

Lois Quarterman
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THE MORE WAR . . .
by
Richard J . Connelly
The moon lingered on ,
Tightening his wrinkled ridges ,
Reluctant to retire ,
Without partially clearing his weathered conscience.
It took light years
To get even a twinkling of response
To his solid bombarded expressions,
And then they were emitted ,
Towards the aged witness of wars
Out of polite and undeniable policy
And only from the bright and newly pinned-up stars.
Even now, as before,
The starlit generals began to fade ,
And leave their pOinted arms to rust and dwindleAnd the scattered constellations,
Panic-stricken patterns of glory,
Now retreated without a wound or shroud count
Before the surrounding sunshine.
Maybe the diamond-studded hillside
Would understand his setting ,
But he has never before Thinking ,
Either his appearance,
Or disappearance,
POintless,
He felt secure in reflected light.
The night recalled the owl emissary,
The day held back the rooster envoy,
And the contrast was imminent.
The great brass balloon
Too cover behind the horizon ,
And circled the earth
With unnecessary impatience,
Waiting to read what he already knew
Would appear in the skyline of the evening news,
(The only bold deed printed in this era):
" DAYLIGHT BROKE OUT TODAY."

-
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PHOTOGRAPH

by
J. THOMAS SOLANO
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POETRY
by
ROGER D. BROWN

RUN , chase the wind
Be light of spirit
Enjoy the vigor of life
pulsing through your veins
Quest after the stars and
flow with the longings of your heart
Be bold , Be true, and Enjoy
that brief moment callea
youth .

For a brief moment, I passed back across the
threshold of time and regained my youth .
I was again that agile athletic warrior
of strength , participating in all events.
With untiring zeal I joined the vanguard
of activities which are thought to be so important
at that stage of life. All was, as it had been before
except now- - - I savored the moment.
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CHARLES E. DIVER JR
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ONIEDA SATORI
by
Richard Connelly
Confront me, Passive Pond
That's a feel.
There 's something you 're going to tell me.
You ,
With your sheltering Ponderosa Pines
and I on this enduring dock .
I see the glass
You 're concealing on the lee.
A smooth pool
Though the wind upsets the fly and
Ripples beyond their reach It's for the fisher to interpret.
But I'll sit here, Passive, Pond
'Til we have no secrets.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
by
MEL SULLIVAN
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THE ETHNIC PROBLEM
by
Mireya Koopman
I am the vOice of the
voiceless ones
I come from the deep brown layers
of an ancient tree
A child is born with white blossoms
in his hands
Faraway currents run in his veins
A wall stands between you and me
My arms cannot reach the top
to touch you
My tongue speaks another language
There is a calculated distance
between us
For many years I have tried
pounding on the wall
M y fists a re covered with c all uses
I have cried for understanding
but you could never hear me
I leaned and pushed but the barrier
was too strong
And all because of what?
A child. a tree. a foreign sound
and BLiNDNESSI
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waiting
by
Gerald Jenkins
in the winds, soaring within prisms of earthiness & moody blues,
escaping in a conquest of appetites, pleased in the rush of leaves
& the bulk of matter .
here am i
here in a space both common & simple, surrounded by common
sounds and simple sights,
yellow mass rising , dim light radiates , molecules expand ;
combustion with the workers in a company jar, a melting pot
congealed in oil , spiced contemptuous are the workers; i am one of them
earthy men & lusty women , a covetous crew steeped in pious dens &
wretched shadows,
here in the faces of beings whose space overlaps mine each day .
the need in their gaze somehow touching fear in some other soul
here am i
here at the river's edge and in it ; tasting filth of its every
surge & crescendo as i sense it rock & pitch
tides come in, i come in too; i sigh for the river & float homeward
here in saloons exquisite & tacky, people in desperation
bumpin ' & stumpin ' cruisy, mellow high , aloof
delicacies of lonely spirits still alone as the joint closes
for the evening .
here am i
sanctified with worshippers of one god or another; waiting &
waiting among humans as myself . . .
listening & waiting in the walls of the gallery, supporting ancient
vibes & honest sufferings
it is the richness of beauty that titillates, earth is embosmed here
& i too,
it is the joy of light ..
mist stillness waiting
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PHOTOGRAPH
by
TERRY ALLEN
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UNTITLED
by
Roger D. Brown
Thought is like the wind
Refreshing upon the senses
and stirring to the heart.
But gone in a second like
a shadow in the night.
Some thoughts are bold and
stand forth like sun 's reflection
on the water.
Others are weak and frail blowing
away as the bud of the dandelion.
Yet the mind brings forth that
rare and noble thought
that effects man for all time.
It is this idea which uplifts
him and makes him strive
to achieve greatness.
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UNTITLED

by
Ken Harrison
I look and search
for that which is
a vital part of me.
Why is it then ,
that when it 's found
it's so very hard to see
that what I am
is nothing more
than what I could always be?
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PHOTOGRAPHY

by
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LIFE IS BUT A SEASON
by
Burton Masters
Beneath the whispering wind, a mind struggles
embraced by the branches of an oak tree.
Its branches are reaching out, for someone, something somewhere.
They are reaching out like the arms of a dead man .
for something they can not have.
And the wind blows overhead .
A leaf falls, a branch breaks, a dream dies all in a second
As I watch the descent of an oak leaf. I wonder and I ponder.
Why do leaves die?
Like my life. all is futile .
Life is but a season . with no rhyme or reason
but to say I am here.
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CHARLES DIVER

ONLY HEARTBEATS AWAY
Strange dilemma
never ending
twisting mind!'> in
search of answers
some will never come
or will they?
Minds of men
ever expanding
reaching
stretching towards
each and every clue,
which some find important
others neglect.
Mathematicians
also try
rational intellect
cannot doubt.
Equality to equality
has to be
so said Descartes
with wax in hand .
Such seems logical
until
minds combat
Empiricists demand
by word of mouth
ear
taste
smell
touch only answers,
power to associate
insists Locke
primary qualities first
in line,
secondary follows .
Talks of ultimate being
then Socrates
to fit the bill.
A dash of Spinoza
to cloud the issue more,
only mind and matter,
he could have said it in less.
Futility
seems to enter mind as
confusion sets heavy
darkening ideas.
Inside voices
screaming

truth unyielding
they know
but cannot tell.
Answers seem to be
only heartbeats away,
a knife could do it,
some have tried but
never made it back
to spread the word .
Who to believe?
Feeling sensations,
mind of mine explodes.
Only sure of a
strong
sure
powerful beginning .
More than minds
so great
can compare . . .
Aware.
Met with something ,
feeling united
complete, beginning.
Zygote
traveling down tiny tubes
flowing
twisting turning
dividing into millions
but seldom separating .
Onward towards a home
for nine months or so
they tell me.
Place to dock my bubble ship,
Noah would have been proud .
Expanding form ,
blooming buds below
and some on sides.
Something beating
sharpening senses,
keeping time.
Hearing voices faintly familiar,
comforting anyway.
Floating whirling
suspended in liquid motion,
nourishment cord of blue and red
connecting to the powerful
source
my supreme being .
Seeing through unopened eyes,
fingers forming

toes to kick with
efforts to alert the others
I'm here.
I'll be there,
sometime
only heartbeats away.
Feeling anxious
wondering why
voices crying for me
I think?
Shedding protective coat
to look nice for
my arrival.
Memories of yesterday
fading rapidly,
traveling away from
my grasp .
Sudden pressure
beads of sweat.
Relaxing
only moments to
feel it again .
Harder,
hurting every inch .
Not willing to let go of
my warmth inside,
afraid to journey down
that dark
thin tunnel that
beckons for my entrance,
or exit.
Oh pressure no!
Screaming
pulling me harder
squeezing me
tugging my head with
sharpness
skin tearing at temples
blind confusion
wiping slate clean
kicking
fighting .
Then sliding into
cold brightness
slapping me.
I am .

Ginny Ingold

Roy L. Lassiter, former Vice Pres.
Thomas G. Carpenter, President

Darwin O. Coy, Dean of Students
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John P. Minahan, Vice President.

Willard O. Ash , Dean,
College of Arts & Sciences

Andrew A. Robinson, Dean,
College of Education

Robert L. Mitchell , Dean
Div. of Continuing Education

James M. Parrish, Dean,
College of Business Administration
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FINE ARTS , Left to Right:
Kenneth McMillan ;
Dr. Gerson Yessin , chairman
Emma Faye - secretary
Dr. Ted Reynolds
David Porter
Arthur Bloomer
Dr. Merrill Palmer

HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY &
RELIGION, Left to right.
Dr. Thomas Leonard
Dr. Robert Loftin
Ava Mitchell - secretary
Joseph Allen
Dr. Dale Clifford
Dr. James Crooks, chairman
Dr. Daniel Schafer
Dr. Ann Radwan

MATHEMATICS. L-R . standing :
Dr. William Wilson
Dr. Charles Winton
Dr. Yap Siong Chua
Dr. Edward Elgethun
Walter Bond
Dr. John Leeson. SeatedDr. Leonard Lipkin
Dr. William Queen
Dr. William Caldwell . chair.
Dr. Willard Ash . Dean .
College of Arts & Sciences.

NATURAL SCIENCES , Left to right:
Dr. John Duchek
David Baggett
Nicholas Del Medico
Dr. Jay Huebner
Allen Winter
Dr. Ray Bowman
Dr. Joan Bray
Dr. Eric Brumbaugh
Sybil Jones - secretary.

PSYCHOLOGY, Left to right.
Dr. Laurence Green
Dr. Nicholas Lund, chairman
Dr. Barbara Bunch
Dr. Randall Pussac
Dr. Thomas Borowy
Dr. Susana Urbina
Dr. Brian Schwartz
Dr. Linda Foley
Dr. Peter Kranz
Dr. Anita Rosario
Dr. Leslie Krieger
Dr. Minor Chamberlin.

SOCIOLOGY & POLITICAL SCI.
Left to right:
Dr. Kumar Kuthiala
Rich Weiner
Stephen Woods
Dr. David Simon
Dr. Steven DeLue, act. chair
Dr. Jane Decker
Dr. Christine Rosche
Joque Siskis
Eddie Collins

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

ACCOUNTING , Left to right:
Dr. Gary Fane
Dr. Frederick Cole
Dr. Kenton Ross, chairman
Virginia Souder, secretary
Dr. Russell Kick
Bettie Adams
Jason Selph
Dr. Dean Corbett
Dr. Joseph Joseph.

FINANCE, INSURANCE & REAL ESTATE:
Left to right,
Charles Jones
Dr. Robert McElreath
Dr. Charles Young , chairman
Dr. Richard Kip
Dr. Ronald Boatright
Dr. Richard White
Paula Roth, secretary.

MANAGEMENT, Left to right:
Dr. Robert Pickhardt
Dr. Robert Ford
Dr. Asa Gardiner
Robert Schupp
Dr. Ronald Adams
Dr. Frank McLaughlin, chairman
Dr. Kenneth Jennings
Dr. William Tomlinson
Dr. Noel Zabriskie, second row:
Janice Martin , secretary
Dr. Sally Coltrin
Linda Doane, secretary

TRANSPORTATION & LOGISTICS,
Left to right:
Dr. William Chrietenberry
Dr. Earle Traynham
Mary Madison
Wayne Cunningham
Catherine Nix
Dr. Jay Smith , chairman
Donald Graham

ECONOMICS , Left to right:
Dr. Earle Traynham
Iva Ashe, secretary
Dr. Stephen Schpiro
Dr. Joseph Perry, chairman .

HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Left to right:
Dr. Jack Netcher, chairman
Dr. Iris Brown
Dr. Betty Flinchum
Charlene Flinchum , secretary
Dr. Heath Whittle
Dr. Dean Pease.

VOCATIONAL & TECHNICAL ED.
left to right:
Anne Anderson
Dr. William Wilkinson
Dr. Samuel Russell , chairman
Dr. Phillip Gearing
Marie Vecchiola
Barbara Wilcox, secretary
Cheryl Bird .

SPECIAL EDUCATION , Left to right:
Carol Downey
Dr. Clint Ven Nagel
Dr. Thomas Serwatka
Mrs. Bar Laws
Jane Chafin
Dr. Robert Siudzinski , chairman
Mary E. D'zamko
Lynne Raiser.

STUDENT TEACHING
Dr. Amanda Asgill
Lee Tucker, secretary.

ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY
EDUCATION
Back row, left to right:
Dr. William Merwin , chairman
Dr. David Jacobsen
Dr. Paul Eggen
Dr. Lynne Schwab
Dr. Donna Keenan
Carole Dulaney
Lynda Griffith
Sandra Kirk
Dr. Janice Wood
Dr. Royal VanHorn
Wellington Morton
Dr. William Herrold.
Front row:
Dr. Dennis Holt
Dr. Bruce Gutknecht
Dr. james Mittelstadt
Ann Cashen , secretary
Dr. Elinor Scheirer
Dr. James Cangelosi
Christine Webster, secretary
Brenda Nichols, secretary
Carol Rogers, secretary
Helen Green , secretary.

ADMINISTRATION &
SUPERVISION, Left to Right
Dr. Andrew Robinson ,
Chairman .
Dr. Thomas Healy
Wynelle Williams,
secretary
Dr. H.H . McAshan
Dr. Ellis White

SMALL BUSINESS INSTITUTE
Dr. Lowell Salter; Karen Burlls

.

DIV. of CONTINUING EDUCATION , Left to right
Linda Czaplizki, sec.
Patricia Cimijotti
Loy Anne Boncek
Lucille Pearson
Paula Rosenblatt
Thomas Fowler
David Manning
Dr. Joyce Thomas Jones
Dr. Penelope Pollack
Dr. Robert Mitchell, Dean
Dr. Marvin Grant
Dr. Michael An ikeeff
Arelia Bell
Amelia Williams

DIVISION OF
TECHNOLOGIES
Left to right:
Dr. Adam Darm
Chairman.
Joseph Capitanio
Harvey Pearson

. memos
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DIVISION OF NURSING
Left to right:
Katherine Webster
Helen Whitley

DIRECTOR OF NURSING
Eileen Austin

There was something inside of each of us which insisted that we could be more than we
were. It was something strong and bright and good and it would not go away. This something
brought us to this place where our horizons would expand beyond what we once thought were
our limits. Those old horizons are tiny now, but once they were insurmountable.
We continued on, and will keep continuing on until the last horizon we can imagine is
behind us and we are all that we can be. This place, the University of North Florida, is where
we came to do this good thing . Such things are expected here. Such things are done here.
Will it make any difference that we became more than we were? Yes, it will. It will make a
difference to us. It will make a difference to the community. It will make a difference to the
world . Its horizons have always been expanding . Surely our horizons must expand with it.
Keep on growing . There really is no other choice.

INVOCATION
Robert T. Thomason
Campus Minister

o God , we feel especially drawn toward you in the threshold events of our lives. As we celebrate
both an ending and a beginning today, we would ask for your illumination and direction and
companionship.
Give wholeness and meaning to the array of feelings stirring within us - to our sadness over
separation from ones whose lives have enriched us, to our joy in our achievements, to our fears of the
uncertain future ahead of us, to our gratitude for those who have supported us along the way, to our
regrets over what might have been, to our excitement about the new possibilities awaiting us.
Make us responsible in the use of the knowledge we have gained , loving in our dealings with
others, diligent in continuing to seek the truth, and constantly open and responsive to opportunities to
shape a better world , we pray. Amen .

EDITOR'S PAGE
We thank you for wanting NORTH STAR '78 created . We thank our S.G.A. for funding it and supporting
it when all appeared lost. The Spinnaker deserves a special thank you, for its support and assistance.
INSTRUCTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS: Terry Medaris, Pam King , and Paul Karabinis all deserve medals
for patience and outstanding expertise. Just finding time to process hundreds of photographs, by hand, was a
feat. Processing them to custom standards was an even greater feat , and we are grateful. John Morrell gets
credit for the collage opening The Challenge of '78. His is a challenge well met.
VOLUNTEER PHOTOGRAPHERS: Diane Tall , thank you for your faculty photos. Earl Whaley, thank you
for yours, and a special thanks for your " Campus Sunrise." Joanna Moore, thank you for your student life
photos.
CONTRIBUTORS: Those of you who see your work published know how much we appreciate it. Those
who contributed but did not get published deserve special praise for their efforts. We wish we could have
published each of you .
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES: Thanks for providing physical facilities and time and advice. And,
thanks for having patience with us when we had no time for outside duties.
ADVISOR: Michael Argento, you allowed us to make It happen, and encouraged us to go ahead and
make NORTH STAR '78 something special. Your belief in us made it possible.
NORTH STAR '78 is not perfect. It does, however, contain some truth , some beauty, and some ideas
worth thinking about. It was our challenge of '78, and expanded our horizons greatly. We are proud of it. If
you find something within these pages which seems helpful when the challenge of '88 arrives, we will have
succeeded with NORTH STAR '78. Our most sincere best wishes to each of you as your horizons approach.
You will meet your challenge too.
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